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RidgeGear Limited is part of the Unitex Group
of Companies. For more than 70 years this
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manufacturing group has been at the forefront
of technological developments in the design
and production of innovative safety webbings,
from the automotive seat belt to the one-piece
woven airbag.
Using the latest computer aided design
techniques, coupled with prototypes developed
through rapid prototyping methods, RidgeGear
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successfully combines new designs with tried
and tested components. This ensures our
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brochure we have included a number
of helpful information panels. You’ll
find these on the following pages.
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customers benefit from improved functionality
and the knowledge that RidgeGear's products
give absolute security.
Being part of The Unitex Group we don't
purchase our products, we make them. As well
as sharing the same site, our suppliers also
share RidgeGear’s commitment to quality and
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attention to detail, allowing us to design,
manufacture and test to the highest
specification, the most advanced height safety
products available today.

LOOK OUT
FOR THE
CODES
Scan the QR codes to get more
information about each product or
service on our website.

©2013 RidgeGear Limited
All the information and imagery within this brochure is subject
to copyright.
While we make every effort to ensure all the information in this
brochure is correct and up-to-date, it is always worth checking
with us before ordering. We reserve the right to change product
specifications when neccessary without prior notice.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

At RidgeGear we pride ourselves on being able to manufacture and provide a complete range of products and services
to anyone working at height.
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THE RIDGEGEAR WAY
FROM YARN TO YOU
At RidgeGear we are in a unique position. Because we
manufacture the webbing here on site we control the
complete manufacturing process, which means you can
be sure of the best quality end product delivered to
you everytime.

THE SELECTOR
HARNESSES

A selection of our most popular harnesses and lanyards for common projects.
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RIDGEGEAR
HEIGHT
SAFETY
TRAINING
COURSES

RidgeGear has established itself as a leading training company with a reputation for providing
professional height safety training courses to a wide range of industry sectors. All of our training courses
are delivered by our industry-experienced instructors and all delegates will receive a certificate when
they complete the course.
We have a purpose-built scaffold tower at our premises in Leek, Staffordshire, where the use of inertia reel
blocks, ladder ascent and descent products, rescue systems and standard height safety equipment can be
demonstrated. This is available for delegate training and ‘hands on’ use after an initial classroom based course
has been completed.
Our courses are designed to include practical sessions where relevant. These are conducted using all of the latest
equipment in the market in as realistic working conditions as possible.

RGT1

SAFETY HARNESS FOUNDATION

This course is designed to give you the core knowledge required by any user of safety harnesses, lanyards, anchor
point and their associated products.

RGT2

EMERGENCY RESCUE/EVACUATION

This full-day training course provides the core knowledge required to select, inspect, set up and use safety harnesses
and emergency descent equipment for either rescue or evacuation.

RGT3

STATUTORY INSPECTION OF FALL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

This full-day training course provides the core knowledge to correctly inspect safety harnesses and associated fall
protection equipment.

RGT4

SAFETY HARNESS MANAGERS & SUPERVISORS

This full-day training course covers the management and selection of safety harnesses and associated equipment.
It will enable delegates to identify the intended use of commom items of fall protection equipment and
requirements for the pre-use inspection.

RGT5

ROOFTOP OPERATIVE

This full-day training course is aimed at operatives, managers, supervisors and safety advisors that either work at
height or manage the way work at height on roofs is undertaken, taking an in-depth look at the working at height
regulations 2005 and guidance for work on roofs.

RGT6

CONFINED SPACE ENTRY PROCEDURES COVERING ESCAPE B.A.

This full-day training course provides the core knowledge required by any user of confined space equipment.
On completion of the course the delegate will be able to enter and work safely within confined spaces, using the
necessary and appropriate equipment.
For further infomation on any of our training courses, please contact the sales office on 01538 392616.

THE RIDGEGEAR
HEIGHT SAFETY
ADVISORY SERVICE
RidgeGear now offer the Health and
Safety Working at Height Advisory
Service consisting of:

PHASE 1
An introductory meeting which involves a brief
tour of your premises, initial outline of what
the Advisory Service offers and the
opportunity to answer any questions that you
may have.

PHASE 2
Following this meeting we send you a quote
outlining the costs and stating any
requirements necessary to attend site and
compile the report.

PHASE 3
Once this has been agreed we carry out a full
site visit then produce a report containing
recommendations to ensure that you meet
current Working at Height Standards.

PHASE 4
If you would like to proceed with the
recommendations we will match you with
a local distributor who can supply the
appropriate equipment and training.
Please contact our sales desk on
01538 392616 for further information.

SAFETY HARNESSES

This is the foundation of all fall protection systems. That’s why we’ve developed a dynamic and functional range of harnesses that
give unparalleled performance and comfort.
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RGH 1

RGH 2

RGH 2

REAR D HARNESS

FRONT & REAR D
HARNESS

FRONT & REAR D HARNESS
WITH COMFORT BACK PAD

CHEST MOUNTED D

COMFORT BACK PAD

THE REAR D

ADVANCED

Accredited to:

EN 361

Accredited to:

EN 361

Accredited to:

EN 361

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy (available in stainless steel)

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy (available in stainless steel)

Weight:

0.95kg

Weight:

1.15kg

Weight:

2kg

Features:

Rear attachment point, Rip stitch indicators

Features:

Front and rear attachment point, Rip stitch
indicators

Features:

Back pad and leg straps, Front and rear
attachment point, Rip stitch indicators

The RGH1 harness is a basic access harness fitted with a rear D
only. This harness is used primarily with a fall arrest lanyard
(RGL1), to provide an operative with basic fall protection. When
used in conjunction with a twin leg lanyard (RGL3), the harness
can be used for tower climbing, scaffold and general steel
erecting, as the twin leg lanyard provides continuous attachment
through double clipping.
As with all of the RidgeGear harnesses, the RGH1 is suitable for use with
fall arrest blocks. However, we recommend the addition of the RGL4
extension strap to facilitate easy connection and rescue.
The RGH1 is fully adjustable and is fitted with rip stitch indicators.

The RGH2 harness is the ‘workhorse’ of the industry. The harness
is fitted with a rear D and a chest mounted front D. It can be used
in a similar way to the RGH1, but has the added feature of the
front D ring to extend its working capability. Using the front D,
the harness can be fitted with a rope and grab system (RGA12)
for vertical fall protection when an operative is making repeated
ascents or, similarly, when restraint/work positioning is needed in
either the vertical or horizontal plane.
A variety of other devices can be used with the front D ring, but check for
suitability. The ring connection between the chest and shoulder straps
ensures no stress loading when force is applied to the front dee ring.
The RGH2 is fully adjustable and is fitted with rip stitch indicators.

The ‘workhorse’ of the industry just got better with the
introduction of the RGH2 Advanced. The same great harness but
with the addition of a comfort back pad and leg straps which makes
for easier donning and extra comfort for long periods of use. Like
the RGH2, it is fitted with a rear D and a chest mounted front D.
Using the front D, the harness can be fitted with a rope and grab
system (RGA12) for vertical fall protection when an operative is
making repeated ascents or, similarly, when restraint/work
positioning is needed in either the vertical or horizontal plane.
A variety of other devices can be used with the front D ring, but check for
suitability. The ring connection between the chest and shoulder straps
ensures no stress loading when force is applied to the front dee ring.
The RGH2 Advanced is fully adjustable and is fitted with rip stitch indicators.

ridgegear.com

USE THIS QR CODE TO FIND THE
HARNESS RANGE ON OUR WEBSITE

01538 392616
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RGH 3

RGH 4

RGH 5

REAR & SIDE D HARNESS

FRONT, REAR &
SIDE D HARNESS

FRONT & REAR D
RESCUE HARNESS

SIDE D

GEAR LOOPS

RESCUE STRAP

Accredited to:

EN 361 & EN 358

Accredited to:

EN 361 & EN 358

Accredited to:

EN 361 & EN 1497

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Weight:

1.50kg

Weight:

1.75kg

Weight:

1.45kg

Features:

Rear and side attachment points, Rip stitch
indicators, Gear loops

Features:

Front, rear and side attachment points, Rip stitch
indicators, Gear loops

Features:

Rear and front attachment points, Rescue strap,
Rip stitch indicators

The RGH3 combines the basic fall arrest harness with a
comfortable work positioning belt in one unit. The harness is
fitted with a rear D and two side D rings mounted to the belt and
can be used in a similar way to the RGH1. When fitted with a
pole/work positioning belt (RGP1/2), the harness can be used for
pole climbing or work positioning on open structures. In certain
circumstances, the side Ds can be used for work restraint in the
horizontal plane.
The waist belt is comfortable and provides lumbar support to the
operative. The belt is also fitted with three gear loops for carrying tools,
leaving the hands free and maintaining the required three points of
contact when climbing.
The RGH3 is fully adjustable and is fitted with rip stitch indicators.

The RGH4 includes all of the features of the RGH1-3 harnesses.
This comfortable harness is designed for operatives who spend a
lot of time working at height and in exposed areas. The RGH4 is a
‘multi-task’ harness and will allow operatives to access almost any
area in safety using a combination of the RidgeGear products
available.
The waist belt fitted to the RGH4 is comfortable and provides lumbar
support. The belt is also fitted with three gear loops for carrying tools,
leaving the hands free and maintaining the required three points of
contact when climbing.

The RGH5 is designed for use as a confined space access harness.
The front and rear attachment points can be used as standard fall
arrest points and the rescue strap can be used for lifting and
lowering. When used, the rescue strap keeps the operative in a
near vertical position, which is preferred when recovering an
unconscious casualty. This harness is used throughout the industry
in conjunction with a tripod (RGR1) and a winch unit (RGR7) to
access confined spaces, vertical shafts, sewers and silos.
As with all of the RidgeGear harnesses, the RGH5 is suitable for use with
fall arrest/recovery blocks. It is fully adjustable and is fitted with rip stitch
indicators.

SAFETY HARNESSES
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RGH 9

RGH 11

RGH 12

FRONT & REAR D
ELASTICATED HARNESS

FRONT, REAR & SIDE D
UTILITY HARNESS

FAST FIT HARNESS

O RINGS

RIP STITCH INDICATOR

QUICK CLICK BUCKLES

Accredited to:

EN 361

Accredited to:

EN 358 & EN 361

Accredited to:

EN 361

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester,
nylon/polyester elasticated leg straps

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Fittings:

High tensile alloy steel

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy and stainless steel

Weight:

1.70kg - 1.90kg

Weight:

0.90kg

Weight:

1.25kg

Features:

Available in 4 sizes

Features:

Economic design

Features:

Rear and front attachment points, Rip stitch indicators

With the introduction of elasticated webbing on the leg and
lower chest straps, the RGH9 harness provides additional comfort
and support. Based on the RGH2, it is also fitted with a rear D
and a chest mounted front D. It has the added feature of a front
D ring to extend the working capability of the harness. Using the
front D, the RGH9 can be fitted with a rope and grab system
(RGA12) for vertical fall protection when making repeated ascents
or, similarly, when restraint/work-positioning is needed in either
the vertical or horizontal plane.
A variety of other devices can be used with the front D ring, check for
suitability. The ring connection between the chest and shoulder straps
ensures no stress loading when force is applied to the front D ring.

The RGH11 is a multi-purpose harness for most applications. With
front and rear Ds for fall arrest and rescue, and work positioning
side Ds for hands-free working. The new design of the front chest
D, mounted on O rings, eliminates webbing stress areas and
evens distribution of forces in the event of a fall. Webbing tails
are also eliminated from the front of the harness. Curved steel leg
adjusters provide fast and effective non-slip adjustment and a
specially angled, 75mm-wide sit strap provides added comfort.
Colour coordinated straps ensure fast and correct fitting of leg straps.

The RGH12 has been developed in conjunction with the Fire and
Rescue Service. The speed and simplicity of assembly and
adjustment makes this harness the ideal solution where quick and
easy donning is crucial. The waist and leg straps feature ‘Quick
Click’ snap-to buckles, which cannot be incorrectly assembled,
whilst pulling down on the webbing tails easily tightens the front
shoulder and chest straps. The additional waist strap and extra
wide sit strap provide added support and comfort during use and
also while in suspension. Now includes leg pads!
The RGH12 includes front and rear D rings for fall arrest and provides the
perfect solution when speed and extra comfort are required.

ridgegear.com
01538 392616
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RGH 14

RGH 16

RGH 31

ADVENTURE HARNESS

MULTI-TASK
COMFORT HARNESS

ECONOMY HARNESS
REAR SINGLE D

COLOUR CODING

CENTRAL FRONT D RINGS

SHOULDER ADJUSTER

Accredited to:

EN 361 & EN 12277

Accredited to:

EN 358, EN 361 & EN 813

Accredited to:

EN 361

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Fittings:

High tensile alloy steel

Fittings:

High tensile alloy steel

Fittings:

High tensile alloy steel

Weight:

Variable

Weight:

2.05kg

Weight:

0.90kg

Features:

Easy donning, Smooth finish, Colour coded,
Cost effective

Features:

Rip stitch indicators, Gear loops
Quick connect buckles

Features:

Economic design

The RGH14 adventure harness has been specifically designed to
cater for a wide age and size variance. Sizes range from age 6
through to adult.
Due to the nature of adventure centres it is normal for users to
only be wearing light clothing such as t-shirts. With this in mind,
we hand-build every harness concentrating on all the connection
points to ensure they are all totally smooth.
The harness is also designed to ensure that once it has been donned it is
difficult to take off unless assisted by an instructor and is colour coded to
ensure quick size allocation.

The RGH16 is a ‘multi-task’ harness and is a further innovation in
our range of safety harness. For fall arrest the harness comprises
front and rear D rings. In addition, there is the added benefit of
two side work-positioning D rings on a comfortable support pad,
and a further ventral front D ring positioned at the waist for sit
suspension and/or work-positioning. This comfortable harness is
designed for operatives who spend long hours working at height
and in exposed areas.
The belt is also fitted with three gear loops for carrying tools leaving the
hands free and maintaining the required three points of contact when
climbing. All of the features, combined with a good load-bearing capacity,
make this harness the ideal choice for professionals.

This is another single-point, entry-level harness developed for
possible one-off use, or for users who work in particularly harsh
environments and require the harness to be replaced on a more
frequent basis. This harness does not have fall indicators and uses
a more economic connection system.
Still manufactured to our extremely high standards for both quality and
testing, the RGH31 has adjustment on the shoulder straps and the leg
straps.

SAFETY HARNESSES
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HOW TO DON A HARNESS

RGH 32
Our step-by-step guide to the correct procedure

ECONOMY HARNESS
FRONT & REAR D

A safety harness must be worn correctly to ensure that, in the event of a fall, it works to its design potential and does not
cause additional injury. Follow these steps to don your harness correctly.

HARNESS
CHECKLIST
A. Ensure that the
right harness is
used for the job.
B. Check that the
harness has been
inspected.

1

2

3

Hold harness up by rear attachment and
ensure leg straps hang free

Pass arms through
shoulder straps

Connect chest buckle

4

5

6

Adjust shoulder straps so rear D sits
between shoulder blades

Pull harness down at the back so sub
pelvic strap sits under the buttocks

Connect leg buckles and adjust
to a snug fit, ensuring they are
assembled correctly

C. See that all clips
and connectors
are tightened,
adjusted and
attached.
D. Make sure that
the webbing is
adjusted to suit
your body size leaving the
harness loose
around the legs
and chest may
feel more
comfortable but,
in the event of a
fall, the sudden
'jerk' that occurs
when the slack is
taken up can
cause serious
damage to the
body, especially in
the groin area and
internal organs.

FRONT ATTACHMENT POINT

Accredited to:

EN 361

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Weight:

1.25kg

Features:

Budget two-point harness

The RGH32 is our NEW budget harness and is still manufactured
to our high standards. The front attachment is by means of
webbing loops and a karabiner. This harness can be used in a
similar way to the RGH1, but has the added feature of the front
attachment point to extend the working capability of the harness.
Using the front attachment point, the harness can be fitted with a
rope and grab system (RGA12) for vertical fall protection when an
operative is making repeated ascents or, similarly, when
restraint/work-positioning is needed in either the vertical or
horizontal plane.
The harness is fully adjustable. The ring connection between the chest and
shoulder straps ensures no stress loading when force is applied to the
front D ring.

ridgegear.com
01538 392616

HARNESS ACCESSORIES
RGH 35

RGH E

LADIES’ HARNESS

ECONOMY SINGLE
POINT HARNESS

RGK 43

COMFORT BACK PAD

Material:

Comfort mesh, padded polyester

Weight:

900g

This product makes wearing the harness more
comfortable and has the added advantage of
making the harness easier to put on. Fits to all
RidgeGear harnesses except RGH5 and RGH16.

RGK 31

COMFORT LEG PAD

Material:

Comfort mesh, padded polyester

Weight:

700g

Designed to give the user extra comfort while
wearing the harness, especially in a ‘suspension’
scenario. Can be fitted to all RidgeGear harnesses.
REAR D BACK PLATE

RGJ 1
Accredited to:

EN 361

Accredited to:

EN 361

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Weight:

1.3kg

Weight:

0.75kg

Features:

Designed for comfort, Easy donning,
Lightweight

Features:

Rear attachment point, Adjustable leg straps

Our new ladies’ harness is specially designed by ladies for ladies.
The harness is manufactured with a high chest V and centre strap
which fits comfortably between the breasts to limit any possible
damage to the breast tissue in the event of a fall.
The harness is supplied with a waist belt for additional comfort
and quick connect leg adjustments to aid donning. Comfort leg pads
are supplied as standard and shoulder pads can be supplied as an
optional extra. This harness is manufactured using black webbing and is
available in three sizes: Small 10-12, Med 14-16, Large 16+.

The RGHE is the lightest harness in our range and offers great
value for money. Similar to the RGH1, it is a basic access harness
fitted with a rear D, but without the additional adjustment on the
shoulder straps. This harness is used primarily with a Fall Arrest
Lanyard (i.e. RGL1) to provide an operative with basic fall
protection. When used in conjunction with a Twin Leg Lanyard
(RGL3), the harness can be used for tower climbing, scaffold and
general steel erecting as the Twin Leg Lanyard provides
continuous attachment through ‘double clipping’.
The RGHE is suitable for use with fall arrest blocks. However, we
recommend the addition of the RGL4 extension strap for easy connection.

REFLECTIVE JACKET

Material: P.U. nylon saturn yellow
RidgeGear has designed this Hi Viz jacket to give
the user a better chance of being seen in poor light
conditions. Available in different formats, it can
also be made with reflective tape. Fits our RGH1,
RGH2 and RGH5 harnesses.

RGK 56

PARKING LOOPS

Simple but effective, the clip is designed to fit onto the
shoulder strap of the harness. Once fitted, the
karabiner is connected directly to the loop for safe
stowage. This stops the lanyard from trailing on the
floor and causing a trip hazard. Easy to use and also
prevents wear on webbing.

Our range of harness bags can be found on page 29.
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HEIGHT SAFETY KITS

Our range of height safety kits are designed for multiple applications. Each kit consists of a full body harness, a shock absorbing
lanyard, restraint lanyard or fall arrest system, and all the connectors you need to ensure safe working conditions at all times.
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RGH K1

RGH K2

RGH K3

THE BASIC KIT

THE SCAFFOLDER'S KIT

THE PREMIER KIT

RGH2 - FRONT & REAR D HARNESS
RGL1 - 1.8M LANYARD
RGK1 - KARABINER
OPTIONAL TOUGH CASE, PUMP BAG
OR RUCKSACK

INCLUDES:

Accredited to:

EN 361, EN 354 & EN 355

Accredited to:

EN 361, EN 354 & EN 355

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester (harness)

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester (harness)

Weight:

1.15kg (harness only)

Weight:

1.15kg (harness only)

Features:

Front and rear attachment points,
Rip stitch indicators

Features:

Front and rear attachment points,
Rip stitch indicators

INCLUDES:

A complete economy kit for a range of applications. Each kit
includes: RGH2 full body harness; RGL1 1.8m shock absorbing
lanyard, RGK1 karabiner; plus all the connectors you need to work
safely at height.

RGH2 - FRONT & REAR D HARNESS
RGL1 - 1.8M LANYARD
RGK11 - SCAFFOLD KARABINER
OPTIONAL TOUGH CASE, PUMP BAG
OR RUCKSACK

A complete safety kit specifically designed for scaffolders. Each kit
includes: RGH2 full body harness; RGL1 1.8m shock absorbing
lanyard, lightweight RGK11 scaffold karabiner; plus all the
connectors you need to work safely at height.

INCLUDES:

RGH2 - FRONT & REAR D HARNESS
RGL1 - 1.8M LANYARD
RGK11 - SCAFFOLD KARABINER
RGK26/1 - ANCHORAGE SLING
RGA1 - 2.5M FALL ARREST BLOCK
OPTIONAL TOUGH CASE, PUMP BAG
OR RUCKSACK

Accredited to:

EN 361, EN 354 & EN 355

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester (harness)

Weight:

1.15kg (harness only)

Features:

Front and rear attachment points,
Rip stitch indicators

A top of the range kit designed to tackle most height safety
situations. Each kit includes: RGH2 full body harness; RGL1 1.8m
shock absorbing lanyard, RGK11 lightweight karabiner; RGK26/1
anchorage sling; RGA1 2.5m fall arrest block; plus all the connectors
you need to work safely at height.

ridgegear.com

USE THIS QR CODE TO FIND
HEIGHT SAFETY KITS ON OUR WEBSITE

01538 392616
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RGH K4

RGH K5

THE TWIN LEG SCAFFOLDER'S KIT

THE IPAF KIT

RGH2 - FRONT & REAR D HARNESS
RGL3 - 1.3M TWIN LEG LANYARD
RGK11 - SCAFFOLD KARABINER
OPTIONAL TOUGH CASE, PUMP BAG
OR RUCKSACK

INCLUDES:

Accredited to:

EN 361, EN 354 & EN 355

Accredited to:

EN 361 & EN 354

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester (harness)

Web material:

45mm water repellent polyester (harness)

Weight:

1.15kg (harness only)

Weight:

1.15kg (harness only)

Features:

Front and rear attachment points,
Rip stitch indicators

Features:

Front and rear attachment points,
Rip stitch indicators

INCLUDES:

A complete twin leg safety kit specifically designed for scaffolders.
Each kit includes: RGH2 full body harness; RGL3 1.3m twin leg
lanyard; 2 x lightweight RGK11 scaffold karabiner; plus all the
connectors you need to work safely at height.
This kit can also be supplied with RGL9 elasticated twin leg lanyard.

RGH2 - FRONT & REAR D HARNESS
RGL12 - ADJUSTABLE RESTRAINT LANYARD
RGK1 - KARABINER
OPTIONAL TOUGH CASE, PUMP BAG
OR RUCKSACK

A complete safety kit approved to IPAF technical guidance notes
TGNH1/05/05 and designed to give maximum protection against
vertical ejection from boom type hydraulic work platforms. Each kit
includes: RGH2 full body harness; RGL12 adjustable restraint lanyard;
and screwgate karabiner. This can also be supplied in a case with
Clunk Click IPAF sticker.

Connecting your harness to the anchor point is a crucial link that should never be compromised when working at height.
At RidgeGear we offer a full range of rope and webbing safety lanyards, available with or without shock absorber packs.

SAFETY LANYARDS
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RGL 1

RGL 2

RGL 3

RGL 4

RGL 5

WEBBING LANYARD
& SHOCK ABSORBER

ROPE LANYARD
& SHOCK ABSORBER

TWIN LEG WEBBING LANYARD
& SHOCK ABSORBER

WEBBING EXTENSION
STRAP

WEBBING RESTRAINT
LANYARD

Accredited to:

EN 354 & EN 355

Accredited to:

EN 354 & EN 355

Accredited to:

EN 354 & EN 355

Accredited to:

EN 354

Accredited to:

EN 354

Web material:

26mm water
repellent polyester

Material:

12mm Kernmantle
rope

Web material:

26mm water
repellent polyester

Web material:

26mm water
repellent polyester

Web material:

26mm water
repellent polyester

Fittings:

Supplied with
EN 362 karabiners

Fittings:

Fittings:

RGK12 or any
compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Fittings:

1.3m & 1.8m

RGK12 or any
compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Fittings:

Lengths:

RGK12 or any
compatible
EN 362 karabiner

RGK12 or any
compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Weight:

0.4kg

Lengths:

1.3m & 1.8m

Lengths:

1.3m & 1.8m

Lengths:

0.45m

Lengths:

1.3m & 1.8m

Weight:

0.85kg

Weight:

0.5kg

Weight:

0.16kg

Weight:

0.15kg

Max. arrest force: < 6 kN
Features:

Fitted with shock
absorber pack

The RGL1 is an industry standard
lanyard, and usually the minimum
equipment issued with a harness for
working at height. The webbing used
provides greater strength, wear and
shear resistance compared with others
and is treated with a water repellent
coating which extends its life.
This lanyard should be used when the
operative is working from a static position,
connected to a fixed anchor point. If
movement between anchorages is
required, a twin leg lanyard (RGL3) should
be used to provide constant protection.

Max. arrest force: < 6 kN

Max. arrest force: < 6 kN

Max. arrest force: Restraint only

Features:

Features:

Features:

Fitted with shock
absorber pack

The RGL2 is manufactured using a
12mm Kernmantle rope offering
excellent wear resistance. As well as
the rope’s shock absorbing capacity,
it is also fitted with a shock absorber
pack. The rope used in the
manufacture of the RGL2 is resistant
to alkalis, oils and organic solvents.
This lanyard should be used when the
operative is working from a static position,
connected to a fixed anchor point. If
movement between anchorages is
required, a twin leg lanyard (RGL3 webbing
or RGL8 rope) should be used to provide
constant protection.

Fitted with shock
absorber pack

A twin leg lanyard with the same
specifications as the RGL1 allows
movement between anchorage points
by means of double clipping. This
system is generally used for tower
climbing, steel erecting, scaffolding
and maintenance on open structures.
When used in conjunction with two girder
slings (RGK26), the RGL3 can be used as a
means of progression through suitable
structures where no fixed lifeline or
eyebolts are available. The ‘soft edge’
webbing provides greater strength, wear
and shear resistance and is treated with a
water repellent coating to extend its life.

Sewn loop eye on
free end

The RGL4 is supplied in a 450mm
length and is normally used as an
extension strap fitted to the rear D
ring of a full body harness. When used
in this way, it allows an operative to
self-connect to a fall arrest block by
extending the attachment point on
the harness, and bringing it into the
field of vision.
The ‘soft edge’ webbing used in the
manufacture provides greater strength,
wear and shear resistance compared with
other webbing. It is also treated with a
water repellent coating to extend its life.

Max. arrest force: Restraint only
This restraint lanyard acts as a leash
for working at height. The RGL5 can
only be used for fall restraint because
there is no shock absorption built into
the system. If there is any possibility
of falling over an exposed edge, or
falling through a fragile surface,
a fall arrest product should be used.
It should never be used to extend
another fall arrest product.
The ‘soft edge’ webbing provides greater
strength, wear and shear resistance and is
treated with a water repellent coating to
extend its life.

ridgegear.com

USE THIS QR CODE TO FIND THE
LANYARDS RANGE ON OUR WEBSITE

01538 392616
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RGL 5R

RGL 6

RGL 8

RGL 9

RGL 10

ROPE RESTRAINT
LANYARD

ELASTICATED WEBBING LANYARD
& SHOCK ABSORBER

TWIN LEG KERNMANTLE
LANYARD

TWIN LEG ELASTICATED WEBBING
LANYARD & SHOCK ABSORBER

STEEL CHAIN LANYARD
& SHOCK ABSORBER

Accredited to:

EN 354

Accredited to:

EN 354 & EN 355

Accredited to:

EN 354 & EN 355

Accredited to:

EN 354 & EN 355

Accredited to:

EN 354 & EN 355

Material:

11mm Kernmantle
rope

Web material:

35mm tubular
webbing

Material:

11mm Kernmantle
rope

Web material:

35mm tubular
webbing

Material:

Alloy steel to
EN 818-4

Fittings:

Soft eyes sewn into
both ends

Fittings:

Fittings:

RGK12 or any
compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Fittings:

2 x RGK12, 70mm
Delta Link

1.3m & 1.8m

RGK12 or any
compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Fittings:

Lengths:

RGK12 or any
compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Length:

1.8m

Weight:

0.15kg

Lengths:

1.3m & 1.8m

Lengths:

1.8m

Lengths:

1.3m & 1.8m

Weight:

2.0kg

Weight:

0.4kg

Weight:

0.6kg

Weight:

0.5kg

Max. arrest force: Restraint only
The RGL5R is a restraint lanyard, and
is supplied in two standard lengths
1.3m & 1.8m to act as a leash for an
operative working at height to be
prevented from a risk of fall. If there
is any possibility of falling over an
exposed edge, or falling through a
fragile surface, a fall arrest product
should be used. It should never be
used to extend another fall arrest
product.
We use 11mm Kernmantle rope in the
manufacture of this product which provides
greater strength and superior wear
resistance compared to webbing.

Max. arrest force: < 6 kN

Max. arrest force: < 6 kN

Max. arrest force: < 6 kN

Features:

Features:

Features:

Fitted with shock
absorber pack,
Expanding
elasticated lanyard

Very popular on the European
mainland, the RGL6 is a general
purpose lanyard used when the
operative is working from a static
position, connected to a fixed anchor
point. If movement between
anchorages is required, a twin leg
lanyard should be used (RGL3 or
RGL9) to provide constant protection.
The elastication in the lanyard reduces the
amount of hanging slack in the lanyard,
which can be helpful when working in tight
spaces by reducing trip hazards and
entanglement.

Fitted with shock
absorber pack,
Twin leg

The RGL8 is a twin leg lanyard with
the same specification as the RGL2.
The extra leg allows for movement
between anchorage points by means
of double clipping. This system is
generally used for tower climbing,
steel erecting, scaffolding and
maintenance on open structures.
When used in conjunction with two girder
slings (RGK26) it can be used as a means of
progression through suitable structures
where no fixed lifeline or eyebolts are
available. The rope offers some resistance
to alkalis, oils and organic solvents and
offers good wear resistance on rough
surfaces. It can be fitted with many
different types of karabiners.

Fitted with shock
absorber pack,
Expanding elasticated
lanyard

The RGL9 is a twin leg lanyard,
allowing movement between
anchorage points by double clipping.
This system is generally used for
tower climbing, steel erecting,
scaffolding and maintenance on open
structures. When used in conjunction
with two girder slings (RGK26), the
RGL9 can be used to progress through
suitable structures where no fixed
lifeline or eyebolts are available.
The elastication reduces the amount
of hanging slack in the lanyard, which can
be helpful when working in tight spaces by
reducing trip hazards and entanglement.

Max. arrest force: < 6 kN
Features:

Fitted with shock
absorber pack

The RGL10 was originally designed for
the mining industry, as the chain
lanyard length provided protection
against damage due to falling debris.
Although this is a heavyweight
lanyard, once fitted, the user doesn’t
feel a marked difference to using
other lanyards. Due to its weight, the
chain tends to keep away from the
user while working.
The RGL10 is fitted with the same shock
absorber pack as all of the other
RidgeGear fall arrest lanyards.

SAFETY LANYARDS
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RGL 11

RGL 12

RGL 13

RGL 14

RGL 16

KERNMANTLE ROPE LANYARD
& SHOCK ABSORBER

ADJUSTABLE
RESTRAINT LANYARD

ADJUSTABLE SHOCK ABSORBING
LANYARD

TWIN LEG RESTRAINT
LANYARD

ADJUSTABLE TWIN LEG FALL
ARREST LANYARD

Accredited to:

EN354 & EN 355

Accredited to:

EN 354

Accredited to:

EN 354 & EN 355

Accredited to:

EN 354

Accredited to:

EN 354 & EN 355

Material:

11mm Kernmantle
rope

Web material:

26mm water
repellent polyester

Web material:

26mm water
repellent polyester

Web material:

26mm water
repellent polyester

Web material:

26mm water
repellent polyester

Fittings:

Any triple action
karabiner

Fittings:

Any compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Fittings:

Fittings:

Any compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Fittings:

Length:

1.7m

Lengths:

1.3m & 1.8m

RGK12 or any
compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Lengths:

1.3m & 1.8m

RGK12 or any
compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Weight:

0.95kg

Weight:

0.15kg

Lengths:

0.9-1.3m & 1.2-1.8m

Weight:

0.4kg

Lengths:

0.9-1.3m & 1.2-1.8m

Weight:

0.4kg

Weight:

0.4kg

Max. arrest force: < 37 kN

Max. arrest force: Restraint only

Features:

Features:

Extra secure
karabiners

The RGL11 is fully approved and used
extensively by major utility companies.
It can be attached direct to a suitable
anchorage point or can be choked
around a pole or similar structure. The
triple action karabiner provides quick
and extra safe connection to the
harness D ring while the triple action
karabiner on the outer end allows for
quick connection to approved EN795
anchorage points.
Nylon Kernmantle static rope has high
energy absorption and exceptional
resistance to abrasion. It is capable of
forces in excess of 37 kN and meets the
requirements of EN 1891.

Fully adjustable

Max. arrest force: < 37 kN
Features:

The RGL12 is an adjustable restraint
lanyard which acts as a leash for
working at height and is available in
various lengths. The adjustability
ensures that the correct length can
be selected for the task in hand.
The 37 kN webbing used in the
manufacture provides greater
strength compared with other
webbing and systems.
The RGL12 can only be used for fall
restraint, as there is no shock absorption
built into the system. It should never be
used to extend another fall arrest product.

Fully adjustable
Fitted with shock
absorber pack

Like the RGL1, the RGL13 is an
industry standard lanyard and usually
the minimum equipment issued with a
harness for working at height.
The 37 kN webbing provides greater
strength and the additional benefit of
adjustability allows for greater
flexibility. Potential trip hazards can
be avoided and free fall distances
are reduced.
This lanyard should be used when working
from a static position, connected to a fixed
anchor point. If movement between
anchorages is required, a twin leg lanyard
(RGL9) should be used to provide constant
protection.

Max. arrest force: Restraint only
Features:

Wide karabiner
choice

The RGL14 is an industry standard
twin leg restraint lanyard, and usually
the minimum equipment issued with
a harness for working at height.
The 37 kN webbing used in the
manufacture provides greater strength
compared with other webbing and
systems.
This lanyard should be used when the
operative is working from a static position,
connected to a fixed anchor point.
Movement between anchorages can be
achieved by double clipping.
This lanyard can be fitted with any
compatible EN 362 karabiner.

Max. arrest force: < 37 kN
Features:

Fully adjustable
Fitted with shock
absorber pack

The RGL16 is a twin leg fall arrest
lanyard. The extra leg allows
movement between anchorage points
by means of double clipping. This
system is generally used for tower
climbing, steel erecting, scaffolding
and maintenance on open structures.
When used in conjunction with two girder
slings (RGK26), the RGL16 can be used as a
means of progression through suitable
structures where no fixed lifeline or
eyebolts are available. The lanyard length
can be adjusted to suit the application,
avoiding potential trip hazards and
reducing free fall distance. This lanyard can
be fitted with any compatible EN 362
karabiner.

ridgegear.com
01538 392616
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RGL 17

RGL 19

RGL 20

TWIN LEG KERNMANTLE
RESTRAINT LANYARD

ADJUSTABLE TWIN LEG
RESTRAINT LANYARD

KINETIC FALL ARREST
LANYARD

LANYARD FALL CLEARANCES
These figures are based on worst case scenarios,
anchored at foot level.
Consideration should be given to the first
obstruction and not necessarily the lower level.

Accredited to:

EN 354

Accredited to:

EN 354

Accredited to:

EN 354 & EN 355

Material:

11mm Kernmantle
rope

Material:

26mm water
repellent polyester

Web material:

Fittings:

Any compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Fittings:

Any compatible
EN 362 karabiner

Inner: 26mm shock
absorber polyester
Outer: 40mm 29 kN
polyester

Lengths:

0.5m & 1.8m

Lengths:

0.9-1.3m & 1.2-1.8m

Weight:

0.4kg

Weight:

0.4kg

Fittings:

Any compatible
EN 362 karabiners

Lengths:

1.3m & 1.8m

Max. arrest force: Restraint only

Max. arrest force: Restraint only

Weight:

0.35kg

Features:

Features:

Max. arrest force: < 6 kN

Wide karabiner
choice

The RGL17 is an industry standard
twin leg rope restraint lanyard, and
usually the minimum equipment issued
with a harness for working at height.
The 12mm nylon used in the
manufacture provides greater edge
wear resistance compared with other
webbing and systems.
This lanyard can only be used for fall
restraint, as there is no shock absorption
built into the system. If there is a possibility
of a user falling over an exposed edge or
through a fragile surface, a fall arrest
product must be used.
This lanyard can be fitted with any
compatible EN 362 karabiner.

Fully adjustable

The RGL19 is an industry standard
twin leg adjustable restraint lanyard,
and is usually the minimum equipment
issued with a harness for working at
height. The 37 kN webbing provides
greater strength compared with other
webbing and systems. The additional
benefit of adjustability allows for
greater flexibility as the length can be
adjusted to suit the application.
This lanyard can only be used for fall
restraint, as there is no shock absorption
built into the system. If there is any
possibility of a user falling over an exposed
edge or through a fragile surface, a fall
arrest product must be used.

Features:

Rip stitch indicator

A new innovation in safety lanyards
which incorporates inner webbing
that, in the event of a fall, will stretch
under a constant controlled force to
reduce the impact on the wearer. The
outer webbing provides additional
strength in excess of the 22 kN
requirements of EN 354, and typical
results show a breaking load of
around 27 kN. With only two
components, the RGL20 provides
versatility, simplicity and negates the
need for a separate bulky shock pack.
This lanyard incorporates a rip stitch
indicator and the total weight is less than
other lanyard types.

Maximum permissable
lanyard length - 2.0m

6.75m
total fall
clearance
required

Up to 1.75m shock
absorber length

Up to 2.0m
user length

Minimum 1.0m clearance
from lower level

FALL ARREST BLOCKS

One of the most important aspects of height safety equipment, our range of fall arresters are robust enough
for all environments. A safe, streamlined and ergonomic range of blocks you can rely on.
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RGA 1

RGA 2

RGA 3

RGA 4

2.5M WEBBING FALL
ARREST BLOCK

10M WIRE FALL
ARREST BLOCK

15M WIRE FALL
ARREST BLOCK

15M WIRE FALL ARREST
& RESCUE BLOCK

Accredited to:
EN 360

Accredited to:
EN 360

Accredited to:
EN 360

Web material:
47mm polyester

Material:
5mm galvanized
steel wire rope,
Aluminium alloy casing

Material:
5mm galvanized
steel wire rope,
Aluminium alloy casing

Weight:
1.4kg

Connector:
Double action, high
tensile steel alloy

Connector:
Double action, high
tensile steel alloy

Max. arrest force:
< 6 kN

Weight:
6.5kg

Weight:
10kg

Approx. arrest distance:
0.5m

Max. arrest force:
< 6 kN

Max. arrest force:
< 6 kN

Size mm:
L100 x W110 x D75

Approx. arrest distance:
0.5m

Approx. arrest distance:
0.5m

Features:
Built-in shock pack

Size mm:
L325 x W200 X D90

Size mm:
L340 X W220 X D90

Features:
Fall indicating connector

Features:
Fall indicating connector

The RGA2 is a multi-purpose fall arrest block,
which allows uninhibited movement during
normal working activity. The carrying handle is
part of the cast alloy housing and can be
connected to the anchorage point using soft
slings or a karabiner.

The RGA3 is a multi-purpose fall arrest block,
which allows uninhibited movement during
normal working activity. The carrying handle is
part of the cast alloy housing and can be
connected to the anchorage point using soft
slings or a karabiner.

The RGA2 is used to provide semi-permanent
protection in work areas, and is also used on lorry
sheeting gantries with a beam trolley (RGBT1). For selfconnecting to the block, an extension strap (RGL4)
should be used.

The RGA3 is used to provide semi-permanent
protection in work areas, and is also used on lorry
sheeting gantries with a beam trolley (RGBT1). For
self-connecting to the block, an extension strap (RGL4)
should be used.

The working length of the RGA2 is 10m.

The working length of the RGA3 is 15m.

Connector:
RGK1

The RGA1 is a retractable mini web block ideal
for operatives working at height. The unit is
designed to be connected to, and worn directly
on, a fall arrest harness.
This arrest block has an almost instant ‘lock off’ in the
event of a fall, and recoils into the drum when slack is
introduced into the lanyard. The reduced trip hazard
and compact design make this unit ideal for tight work
and tasks where a shorter arc of mobility is required. It
can also be fitted to most horizontal lifelines and has a
working length of 2.5m.

Accredited to:
EN 360 &
EN 1496 A&B
Material:
5mm galvanized
steel wire rope,
Aluminium alloy casing
Connector:
Double action, high
tensile steel alloy
Weight:
11.35kg
Max. arrest force:
< 6 kN
Approx. arrest distance:
0.5m
Size mm:
L340 x W220 X D90
Features:
Fall indicating connector,
Retrieval system,
Steadying handle
The RGA4 is a three-way retrieval block fitted
with an up/down winch mechanism and the
standard fall arrest capability. This unit can be
used as a standard fall arrest block but, in the
event of a fall, the operative can be winched up
or down to safety. Most rescue systems lower
the casualty, but the RGA4 can raise the
operative to a safe area if the area below is
unsuitable.
The RGA4 can also be fitted to the RGR1 tripod for use
in the confined access industry. It can also be supplied
with a steady handle (RGA4/H).

ridgegear.com

USE THIS QR CODE TO FIND FALL
ARREST BLOCKS ON OUR WEBSITE

01538 392616
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RGA 5

RGA 26

5M WEBBING FALL
ARREST BLOCK

6M WIRE FALL
ARREST BLOCK

Accredited to:
EN 360

Accredited to:
EN 360

Web material:
28mm multi-panel
polyester MBS 2350 kg

Material:
5mm galvanized
steel wire rope,
Aluminium alloy casing

Connector:
Double action, high
tensile steel alloy
Weight:
2kg
Max. arrest force:
< 6 kN
Approx. arrest distance:
< 1m
Size mm:
L170 x W120 x D75
Features:
Rip stitch indicator

FALL ARREST BLOCK CLEARANCES

Connector:
Double action, high
tensile steel alloy

Anchored at
least 1.5m
above
platform level

Weight:
5.2kg
Max. arrest force:
< 6 kN

2.0m

Approx. arrest distance:
0.5m

Travel must not
exceed 0.5m below
platform level

Size mm:
L285 x W180 x D80
Features:
Fall indicating connector

The RGA5 is a compact, robust yet lightweight
fall arrest block. This unit does not have an
integral handle, but is fitted with an alloy swivel
eye for connection to an anchorage point via a
karabiner. Due to its low weight, this device is
ideal for use with certain horizontal lifelines.

Lighter and smaller than the RGA2, this multipurpose fall arrest block allows uninhibited
movement during normal working activity. The
carry handle is part of the cast alloy housing and
can be connected to an anchorage point using
soft slings or a karabiner.

As a general-purpose fall arrest block, the RGA5 has
proved its worth in the industry. Fitted with webbing
instead of wire, this block is suited for work in and
around fragile components, e.g. in aircraft and glass
lined vessels.

The RGA26 is used to provide semi-permanent
protection in work areas, and also on lorry sheeting
gantries with a beam trolley (RGBT1). For selfconnecting to the block, an extension strap (RGL4)
should be used.
The working length of the RGA26 is 6m.

Maximum
arrest
distance

3.5m
total fall
clearance
required

Up to 2.0m
user length

Minimum 1.0m
clearance from
lower level

KARABINERS

Karabiners are an essential part of the complete safety solution. These simple devices are often overlooked but should never be taken for
granted. RidgeGear's range of karabiners and connectors is one of the most comprehensive on the market.
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RGK 1

RGK 2

RGK 3

RGK 4

RGK 5

STEEL SCREW
GATE KARABINER

STEEL TWIST LOCK
KARABINER

STEEL TWIST LOCK
KARABINER

ALUMINIUM TWIST LOCK
KARABINER

STEEL LARGE GATE
KARABINER

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Material:

Steel

Material:

Steel

Material:

Steel

Material:

Aluminium

Material:

Steel

Gate opening:

19mm

Gate opening:

17mm

Gate opening:

22mm

Gate opening:

25mm

Gate opening:

55mm

Size:

108mm x 58mm

Size:

108mm x 58mm

Size:

125mm x 90mm

Size:

125mm x 90mm

Size:

235mm x 130mm

Closure type:

Screw gate

Closure type:

Twistlock

Closure type:

Twistlock

Closure type:

Twistlock

Closure type:

Twistlock

MBS:

25 kN

MBS:

25 kN

MBS:

40 kN

MBS:

28 kN

MBS:

35 kN

Weight:

162g

Weight:

197g

Weight:

276g

Weight:

85g

Weight:

751g

The RGK1 is the workhorse of the
industry, used from rope access to fall
arrest applications. This item is also
used in the leisure industry for caving
and rescue.
The screw gate closure on this device
means that the user must manually lock the
RGK1 after fitting.

The RGK2 is an extremely safe
karabiner as it minimises user
intervention by locking automatically.

Due to its high MBS, this heavyweight
karabiner is primarily fitted to the
ends of fall arrest lanyards.

Similar to the RGK1 in size and weight, the
RGK2 is ideal for lanyards and to aid
climbing. It can also be supplied with a
retaining pin (RGK2/P).

The twistlock closure makes this karabiner
very safe to use, as it locks automatically
when clipped onto an anchorage point.

The RGK4 is a lightweight version of
the RGK3 with a lower MBS. Although
this item can be fitted to fall arrest
lanyards, it is also used in conjunction
with belay devices and pulleys in the
rope access and rescue industries.
Again, the RGK4 is fitted with a twistlock
autoclosure.

The large gate opening of the RGK5
make it ideal for use in industrial
areas. The use of this karabiner often
negates the use of a sling as it can
connect directly to steelwork. Often
fitted to double lanyards for climbing
masts and steel structures. This
karabiner is fitted with a twistlock
autoclosure.
The RGK5 also has a removable pin to
enable retro fitting to lanyards.

ridgegear.com

USE THIS QR CODE TO FIND THE
KARABINERS RANGE ON OUR WEBSITE

01538 392616
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RGK 6

RGK 7

RGK 8

RGK 9

RGK 10

ALUMINIUM LARGE GATE
KARABINER

STEEL SPRING HOOK
105MM OPENING

STEEL SPRING HOOK
140MM OPENING

ALLOY CAPTIVE EYE

STEEL DOUBLE ACTION
SNAP HOOK

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Material:

Aluminium

Material:

Stainless steel

Material:

Stainless steel

Material:

Alloy

Material:

Steel

Gate opening:

53mm

Gate opening:

105mm

Gate opening:

140mm

Gate opening:

22mm

Gate opening:

20mm

Size:

235mm x 130mm

Size:

400mm x 175mm

Size:

400mm x 200mm

Size:

108mm x 58mm

Size:

155mm x 60mm

Closure type:

Twistlock

Closure type:

Self spring

Closure type:

Self spring

Closure type:

Screw gate

Closure type:

Double action snap

MBS:

23 kN

MBS:

25 kN

MBS:

22 kN

MBS:

25 kN

MBS:

22 kN

Weight:

348g

Weight:

300g

Weight:

400g

Weight:

157g

Weight:

300g

The RGK6 is a lightweight version of
the RGK5. This device can be fitted to
fall arrest lanyards, but is normally
connected to ropes and used with
rope grab systems to provide vertical
protection. Used throughout the
industry as part of a protection system
on portable ladders.
The RGK6 also has a removable pin to
enable retro fitting to lanyards.

Not strictly a karabiner, the RGK7 is an
attachment device with a wide gate
opening, ideal for use in industrial
areas. The use of this karabiner often
negates the use of a sling as it can
connect directly to steelwork.

Not strictly a karabiner, the RGK8 is an
attachment device with a wide gate
opening, ideal for use in industrial
areas. The use of this karabiner often
negates the use of a sling as it can
connect directly to steelwork.

The RGK9 is an aluminium captive eye
karabiner normally fitted to fall arrest
lanyards or restraint belts. The screw
gate closure on this device means that
the user must manually lock the RGK9
after fitting.

The RGK7 is most often fitted to lanyards
for working on steel structures.

The RGK8 is most often fitted to lanyards
for working on steel structures.

The RGK9 has the added advantage of
being permanently attached to the lanyard.

The gate opening of the RGK10
means that this item is normally used
for clipping directly into a D ring on a
harness.
The RGK10 is normally fitted to fall arrest
blocks or fixed lanyards. The double action
snap closure on this device means that it
cannot be accidentally opened.

KARABINERS
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RGK 11

RGK 12

RGK 13

RGK 13P

RGK 14

ALUMINIUM DOUBLE
ACTION SNAP HOOK

STEEL TRIANGULAR SCREW
GATE KARABINER

STEEL SCREW GATE

STEEL SCREW GATE WITH
CAPTIVE PIN

STEEL TRIPLE ACTION
KARABINER

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Material:

Aluminium

Material:

Steel

Material:

Steel

Material:

Steel

Material:

Steel

Gate opening:

60mm

Gate opening:

11mm

Gate opening:

14mm

Gate opening:

14mm

Gate opening:

24mm

Size:

255mm x 112mm

Size:

70mm x 55mm

Size:

105mm x 58mm

Size:

105mm x 58mm

Size:

112mm x 65mm

Closure type:

Double action snap

Closure type:

Screw

Closure type:

Screw gate

Closure type:

Screw gate

Closure type:

Triple action

MBS:

22 kN

MBS:

25 kN

MBS:

30 kN

MBS:

30 kN

MBS:

45 kN

Weight:

473g

Weight:

86g

Weight:

174g

Weight:

176g

Weight:

266g

The RGK11 is an aluminium captive
eye karabiner, with a large gate
opening, normally fitted to fall arrest
lanyards for quick clipping.
The double action snap closure on the
RGK11 means that it cannot be accidentally
opened but allows for speedy one-handed
operation.

The true industrial connector, the
RGK12 is normally used on the
operative’s end of a shock pack or
lanyard. This provides a semipermanent connection to the fall
arrest equipment.
The RGK12 has many applications in the
rope access and leisure industries.

The RGK13 is a stronger alternative to
the RGK1. It is used in a wide variety
of applications such as rope access
and fall arrest.
The screw gate closure on this device
means that the user has to manually lock
the RGK13 after attachment to an
approved anchorage point.

The RGK13P is the same as the RGK13
but has the added advantage of a
captive pin which allows the user to
attach it to a lanyard.

This triple action karabiner is one of
the safest in the industry. To open it,
the operator has to lift the barrel,
then twist and finally open the sprung
gate.
In addition to the super safe properties of
this karabiner, it also has the benefit of
super strength.

ridgegear.com
01538 392616
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RGK 16

RGK 17

RGK 27

STEEL TRIPLE ACTION
KARABINER

DOUBLE ACTION
SNAP HOOK

TEMPORARY EYEBOLT

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 362

Accredited to:

EN 795

Material:

Steel

Material:

Light alloy

Material:

Gate opening:

18mm

Gate opening:

18mm

High tensile steel
and aluminium

Size:

135mm x 70mm

Size:

130mm x 60mm

Size:

210mm x 60mm

Closure type:

Twistlock

Closure type:

Double action snap

MBS:

40 kN

MBS:

25 kN

Weight:

300g

Weight:

150g

The RGK16 is a steel, captive eye
karabiner. It is predominantly used as
a connector on fall arrest lanyards and
webbing fall arrest blocks.

The RGK17 is an extremely
lightweight alloy steel, double action
snap hook.
It is used in preference to other karabiners/
snap hooks where weight is of extreme
importance.

Max. hole depth: 56mm
MBS:

28 kN

Weight:

550g

This eyebolt has been designed to
provide secure anchor points through
steel structures. It is designed to fit
hole sizes 19mm-28mm
The RGK27 is made from high tensile steel
and aluminium and approved to BSEN 795.

Our range of work positioning equipment is designed to make working at height and under difficult circumstances as safe
and easy as possible. None of the RGB belt products must be used for fall arrest. It is important to understand the difference
between fall arrest and restraint before using this item.

WORK POSITIONING
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RGB 1

RGB 2

RGB E

RGB E-TA

RGB 180BT

TWIN D
RESTRAINT BELT

TWIN D
RESTRAINT BELT

SINGLE D
RESTRAINT BELT

4 POINT WORK
POSITIONING BELT

RESTRAINT BELT WITH
INTEGRAL POLE STRAP

Accredited to:

EN 358

Accredited to:

EN 358

Accredited to:

EN 358

Accredited to:

EN 358

Accredited to:

EN 358

Web material:

45mm water repellent
polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent
polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent
polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent
polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent
polyester

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Weight:

0.62kg

Weight:

0.7kg

Weight:

0.62kg

Weight:

0.84kg

Weight:

1.15kg

Features:

2 side Ds,
Padded back support

Features:

2 side Ds, Padded back
support, Gear loops

Features:

Rear D, Padded back
support

Features:

4 attachment restraint
loops, Padded back
support

Features:

Anti-abrasion wear pad,
Integral work positioning
strap

The RGB1 is a work positioning/restraint
belt fitted with two side mounted D
rings for ease of attachment and a back
pad to provide lumber support.
The RGB1 is normally used in conjunction with
an RGL5 restraint lanyard or a rope and grab
system. Traditionally, this belt has been used by
loading crews at docks, on ships and container
handling areas. However, it has more recently
been used to access and perform roof
maintenance, where the restraint system
prevents the user from stepping over an
exposed edge or other fall hazard.

The RGB2 is essentially an RGB1 work
positioning/restraint belt with gear loops
fitted. This belt is fitted with two side
mounted D rings for ease of attachment
and a back pad to provide lumber support
and comfort, especially when tools are
hung from the belt loops.
As with the RGB1, the RGB2 is normally used
in conjunction with an RGL5 restraint lanyard,
or a rope and grab system. The uses for this
restraint belt are also similar to the RGB1 (see
RGB1 data sheet). However, to prevent the
user from dropping tools from height, they can
be secured to the gear loops by a cord lanyard
or clipped to the belt when not in use.

The RGBE is an export version of the
RGB1 but with only one D ring mounted
at the rear. However, this belt still
features the standard padded back
support.
As with the RGB1 and the RGB2, the RGBE is
normally used in conjunction with an RGL5
restraint lanyard, or a rope and grab system.
The uses for this restraint belt are similar to
the RGB1.

The RGBE-TA is similar to the RGBE but
has the added advantage of four
attachment restraint loops. The belt also
features a padded back support.
As with the RGB1 and the RGB2, the RGBE-TA
is normally used in conjunction with an RGL5
restraint lanyard, or a rope and grab system.

The RGB180BT is a work positioning
belt. It is fitted with an integral work
positioning strap that can be passed
around a pole or similar structure and
clipped back onto the remaining side D
ring.
The work positioning strap is fully adjustable
and fitted with an anti-abrasion wear pad and
double action safety snap hook. The back pad
provides lumber support.

ridgegear.com

USE THIS QR CODE TO FIND THE
WORK POSITIONING RANGE ON OUR WEBSITE

01538 392616
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RGP 1

RGP 2

RGP 3

RGP 4

RGP 11

ROPE POLE STRAP

WEBBING POLE STRAP
WITH STAINLESS STEEL BUCKLES

ECONOMY POLE STRAP

WIRE POLE STRAP

UTILITY MULTI-PURPOSE
POLE STRAP

Accredited to:

EN 358

Accredited to:

EN 358

Accredited to:

EN 358

Accredited to:

EN 358

Accredited to:

EN 358

Material:

16mm hawser laid nylon
rope

Material:

45mm water repellent
polyester

Web material:

45mm water repellent
polyester

Material:

Web material:

45mm webbing >3000kg

Fittings:

Fittings:

Plated steel

Fittings:

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Stainless steel buckle
only

Weight:

1.5kg

High tensile steel alloy
Stainless steel

6mm galvanised wire
covered with poly rope
for protection

Weight:

0.6kg

Weight:

0.95kg

Weight:

0.6kg

Features:

Features:

Wide protector pad,
Double action snap hooks

75mm webbing abrasion
pad, Stainless steel
adjuster buckle, Double
action safety hook

Features:

Sewn cordura protector

The RGP1 is designed to be clipped to
the side Ds of a harness or work
positioning belt. The adjuster is easy to
use one-handed whether under tension
or not. The 16mm hard lay rope is
protected by a cordura sleeve to offer
protection against abrasion and extend
its life. The 1.9m length allows the user
freedom of movement.
The RGP1 can be used for pole climbing but
excels when used for mast climbing,
maintenance and general work on open steel
structures. Once the structure is climbed, the
user can attach the RGP1, adjusting it to the
required length, and use both hands to
perform tasks while in a safe and comfortable
position. Normally used in conjunction with an
RGH3 or RGH4 to attach fall arrest
equipment.

The RGP2 is clipped to the side Ds of
a harness or work positioning belt. The
adjuster is easy to use one-handed
whether under tension or not. The
45mm webbing is protected by a wide
pad in the work area to offer some
protection against abrasion and extend
its life. The 1.9m length allows the user
freedom of movement without being
exposed to a fall.
Primarily used for pole climbing, it can also be
used for mast climbing, maintenance and
general work on open steel structures. The
RGP2 allows the user to use both hands to
perform tasks while in a safe and comfortable
position. Normally used in conjunction with an
RGH3 or RGH4 to attach fall arrest
equipment.

Features:

Wide protector pad

The RGP3 is designed to be clipped to
the side Ds of a harness or work
positioning belt. The adjuster is easy to
use one-handed whether under tension
or not. The 45mm webbing is protected
by a wide pad in the work area to offer
protection against abrasion and extend
its life. The 1.9m length allows the user
freedom of movement without being
exposed to a fall.
When the RGP3 is attached, the user has both
hands free to perform tasks while in a safe and
comfortable position. It is primarily used for
pole climbing but can also be used for mast
climbing, maintenance and general work on
open steel structures position. Normally used
in conjunction with an RGH3 or RGH4 to
attach fall arrest equipment.

Fittings:

High tensile steel alloy

Weight:

0.4kg approx per mtr

Features:

Woven tubular outer
sheath

The RGP4 is a multi-purpose work
positioning device, designed to be
clipped to the side Ds of a harness or
work positioning belt or used
independently. The RGP4 can be
supplied in a variety of lengths.

Specially designed with a controlled release
adjuster buckle to ensure safe operation
and adjustment. The double layer abrasion
pad protects the strap from damage.
The RGP11 has an additional label sewn inside
a pocket for storing user details, plus a twisted
snap hook and two-part triangle/karabiner for
flat surface contact with the pole. A 40mm
sliding loop keeps the straps level and reduces
the risk of premature webbing wear through the
buckle. Available with different hook/karabiner
options as required.

ROPES
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We have strengthened our rope range with the introdution of Ridge-Rope - high quality ropes that are at the forefront of technical achievement in the
industry. These ropes, along with our existing range of ropes and accessories, play a very important role in height safety equipment.

RAISE YOUR GAME WITH RIDGE-ROPE

Superior quality, Swiss-made ropes with added innovation and dependability

RGA12R DYNA/MTR

RGA12R MTR

DYNAFLEX 11MM

PERFORMANCE STATIC 11MM

Accredited to:

EN 892

Weight:

75g per m

UIAA Falls:

12Bis 13

Impact force:

9.0 kN

Elongation with 80kg: 5.70%

Accredited to:

EN353/2 &
EN1891 Type A

Weight:

75g per m

Breaking strength: 34 kN
Breaking strength
with Figure 8:
Knot 22 kN

Elongation at 1st drop: 30%

WHAT
MAKES
RIDGE-ROPE
DIFFERENT?

It is not only top quality and 100% reliability over
a long length of time that distinguishes our
ropes. Our research engineers are continually
developing innovative solutions, which
repeatedly make RidgeGear ropes the most
suited for this type of application.
The coating finish process is an example of the kind of
innovation that gives RidgeGear ropes the decisive
technological advantage and makes us the ‘trend
setters’ when it comes to safety and variety of use. In
the coating finish process each individual rope fibre is
refined with a Teflon coating, minimising the friction
between the fibres and improving its glide ability.
In the event of a fall, the loading is distributed evenly
on all yarns, with every individual filament (finest
element) contributing to optimum performance. This
enables our ropes to be considerably lighter and able
to withstand considerably higher loads (sharp edge
resistance) with the same weight.

Sheath slippage:

0mm

Proportion of sheath:

37%

This static rope is highly abrasion
resistant, very low stretch,
maximum strength, extremely
durable and has a long service life.

Dynamic climbing rope suitable
for both industry and recreation.

This rope is suitable for all kinds of
rope access and work positioning.

It can be used for both for
industrial cows tails and lead
climbing.

It can also be used for rescue
work, guide work, expeditions and
caving.

Large diameter gives increased
durability and security at an
excellent price.

ridgegear.com

USE THIS QR CODE TO FIND OUR
ROPES RANGE ON OUR WEBSITE

01538 392616
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RGA 10R

RGA 12R

RGA 16E

16MM ROPE WITH SINGLE EYE

11MM KERNMANTLE ROPE

16MM ROPE WITH DOUBLE EYE

RGK 25/11

11MM ROPE SLEEVE

Suitable for:

11mm Kernmantle rope

Material:

Abrasion resistant nylon

Attachment:

Velcro

The RGK25/11 offers protection to 11mm
Kernmantle ropes going over edges, e.g. the
edge of a roof.
The sleeve is wrapped around the rope and held in
place with velcro. The sleeve is then slid to the
contact point.

RGK 25/16
Accredited to:

EN 353-2

Accredited to:

EN 353/2 & EN 1891

Accredited to:

EN 353-2

Material:

16mm 3 strand nylon

Material:

Double twisted cabled yarns

Material:

16mm 3 strand nylon

Lengths:

10m, 20m & 30m

Lengths:

10m, 20m & 30m

Lengths:

10m, 20m & 30m

Weight:

160g per mtr

Weight:

110g per mtr

Weight:

160g per mtr

MBS:

Nom 40 kN

Max arrest force: < 6 kN

MBS:

Nom 40 kN

Features:

Heavy duty with excellent shock
absorption

Features:

Features:

Double spliced eye,
Heavy duty with excellent shock
absorption

Used in conjunction with the RGA10 rope grab,
the RGA10R provides vertical, or near vertical,
fall protection. It is fitted with a single spliced
eye and a nylon thimble.
The hawser laid construction of the nylon rope provides
good shock absorption and offers some resistance to
alkali, oils and organic solvents.

Good abrasion resistance

Used in conjunction with the RGA12 rope grab,
the RGA12R provides vertical, or near vertical,
fall protection. It is fitted with a single spliced
eye and a nylon thimble.
This static rope is highly abrasion resistant, very low
stretch, maximum strength, extremely durable and has
a long service life. This rope is suitable for all kinds of
rope access and work positioning. It can also be used
for rescue work, guide work, expeditions and caving.
Supplied with two spliced eyes.

Used in conjunction with the RGA10 rope grab,
the RGA16E provides vertical, or near vertical,
fall protection. It is fitted with a spliced eye on
both ends and nylon thimbles making the rope
reversible.
The hawser laid construction of the nylon rope provides
good shock absorption and offers some resistance to
alkali, oils and organic solvents.

16MM ROPE SLEEVE

Suitable for:

16mm nylon rope

Material:

Abrasion resistant P.U.

As with the RGK25/11, this sleeve offers
protection to 16mm nylon ropes going over
edges, e.g. the edge of a roof.
The sleeve is slit in a spiral format allowing it to be
wrapped around the rope and automatically held in
place by friction. The sleeve is then slid to the
contact point.

ROPE GRABS

The rope grab is a simple yet essential piece of equipment. Our range accomodates different sizes of rope and styles, including grip ascenders,
to make working at height as easy and as safe as possible.
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RGA 10

RGA 11

RGA 12

RGA 12EA

STEEL ROPE GRAB
FOR 16MM HAWSER LAID ROPE

STAINLESS STEEL ROPE GRAB
FOR 8MM WIRE ROPE

STAINLESS STEEL ROPE GRAB
FOR 11MM KERNMANTLE ROPE

STAINLESS STEEL ROPE GRAB
FOR 11MM KERNMANTLE ROPE

Accredited to:

EN 353-2

Accredited to:

EN 353-2

Accredited to:

EN 353-2

Accredited to:

EN 353-2

Material:

Steel

Material:

Stainless steel body, alloy cam

Material:

Stainless steel body, alloy cam

Material:

Weight:

0.75kg

Weight:

0.8kg

Weight:

0.8kg

Stainless steel
body, alloy cam

Fittings:

Shock pack
with alloy
steel fittings

Weight:

0.8kg

Max arrest force: < 6 kN

Max arrest force: < 6 kN

Max arrest force: < 6 kN

Features:

Features:

Features:

Dual safety lock

The RGA10 is designed to provide
vertical/inclined fall protection to operatives
ascending or descending a ladder or structure,
and is for use with 16mm Hawser laid rope only.
It is fitted with a shock pack and offers positive
closure and a good camming action.
The RGA10 offers excellent vertical fall protection and
is normally used in heavy industrial areas where fouling
and debris will be transferred to the rope. The locking
cam on the RGA10 is toothed and arrests well on the
Hawser laid rope.

Safety lock

Safety lock

The RGA11 is designed to provide vertical fall
protection to operatives ascending or
descending a ladder or structure, and is for use
with 8mm stainless steel wire rope only. When
used by itself, it should be connected directly to
the chest attachment of a harness (RGH2/RGH4)
via a karabiner. This ensures that the user is held
close to the structure and, in the event of a slip,
the fall distance and loading on the top anchor is
minimal.

Designed to provide vertical/inclined fall
protection to operatives ascending or
descending a ladder or structure, and is for use
with 11mm Kernmantle rope only. When used by
itself, it should be connected directly to the
chest attachment of a compatible harness via a
karabiner. This ensures that the user is held close
to the structure and, in the event of a slip, the
fall distance and loading on the top anchor is
minimal.

Additional fall protection should be used to protect the
user when detaching from the device at height (see
RGL range).

Additional fall protection should be used to protect the
user when detaching from the device at height (see
RGL range).

Max arrest force: < 6 kN
Features:

Safety lock

The RGA12EA provides vertical/inclined fall
protection to operatives ascending or descending
a ladder or structure, and is for use with 11mm
Kernmantle rope only. The RGA12EA should be
connected directly to the chest attachment of a
compatible harness via a karabiner. This ensures
that the user is held close to the structure and, in
the event of a slip, the fall distance and loading
on the top anchor is minimal.
The RGA12EA is fitted with a shock pack for protection
on portable ladders. Additional fall protection is available
from the RGL range.

ridgegear.com

USE THIS QR CODE TO GET TO OUR
ROPE GRABS ON OUR WEBSITE

01538 392616
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RGA 14

RGR 12

RGR 13

ROCKER ROPE GRAB
FOR KERNMANTLE ROPE

LEFT-HANDED
GRIP ASCENDER

RIGHT-HANDED
GRIP ASCENDER

Accredited to:

EN 353-2 & EN 358

Accredited to:

EN 567:1997

Accredited to:

EN 567:1997

Material:

Aluminium alloy

Suitable for:

Suitable for:

Weight:

0.2kg

Dynamic and static ropes from
9mm -13mm diameter

Dynamic and static ropes from
9mm -13mm diameter

Features:

Provides a comfortable gloved
hand operation

Features:

Provides a comfortable gloved
hand operation

Max arrest force: < 6 kN
Features:

Lock off device, For ropes with a
diameter between 10.5mm &
12.7mm

The RGA14 is designed to provide vertical/
inclined fall protection to operatives ascending
or descending a ladder or structure. It is also
currently used in the rope access industry, as a
protection device on the safety rope. It is for use
with 10.5mm – 12.7mm Kernmantle rope, and is
removable or can be permanently attached.
Although there are numerous uses for this lightweight
rope grab, our largest client is currently the aircraft
industry, where the RGA14 is used for customised,
adjustable length fall arrest lanyards.
Additional fall protection is available from the RGL range.

The ascender with grip is a comfortable and
versatile handled ascender. It has a coned (rather
than spiked) cam face to minimise rope wear,
and has a large-volume handle to make rope
climbing as simple as possible.

The ascender with grip is a comfortable and
versatile handled ascender. It has a coned (rather
than spiked) cam face to minimise rope wear,
and has a large-volume handle to make rope
climbing as simple as possible.

The RGR12 features high and low connection holes to
maximise versatility in a rescue/hauling situation, and
works perfectly in conjunction with our chest ascender
or right-handed ascender for efficient rope climbing.

The RGR13 features high and low connection holes to
maximise versatility in a rescue/hauling situation, and
works perfectly in conjunction with our chest ascender
or left-handed ascender for efficient rope climbing.

Our Ridge-Ropes are perfect for use with this product
(see page 23).

Our Ridge-Ropes are perfect for use with this product
(see page 23).

RESCUE EQUIPMENT

No matter how hard we try, accidents do happen. This is why we have developed a complete range of rescue and confined space
solutions to help in difficult conditions and circumstances.
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RGR 1

RGR 3

RGR 4

RESCUE TRIPOD

VERTICAL RESCUE
SYSTEM

HEIGHT RESCUE SYSTEM

Accredited to:

EN 795

Material:

Aluminium cast
and extruded
legs

Fittings:

EN 795
attachment
points

Weight:

17.6kg

Height:

1.68m - 2.67m

Packed length:

1.37m

Accredited to:

EN 12841-C & EN 341-B

Footprint span:

1.8m

Material:

Alloy descender
11mm nylon Kernmantle rope

SWL:

200kg

Features:

Portable and
universally
adjustable

Accredited to:

EN 1891

Fittings:

Scaffold hook
Steel karabiners

Material:

Alloy pulleys, 11mm
Kernmantle rope

Weight:

0.55kg (unit only)

18kg with 80m rope

SWL:

200kg (one or two people)

SWL:

136kg - one person only

Features:

Easy to operate, Quick to
deploy, Lightweight

Features:

Added safety for the rescuer

Weight:
The RGR1 is portable, lightweight
and easy to erect on site. It has
adjustable lower and middle legs at
80mm intervals to adapt to uneven
surfaces. There are two additional
anchorage points (SWL 200kg each)
on the underside of the head for
additional systems.
This tripod has many applications
including confined space access, entry
and egress, rescue, retrieval, manholes,
silos and trenches.
The RGR1 is extremely versatile and is
recommended for use with the side
attachment of the RGR7 rescue winch or
the RGA4 fall arrest and rescue block.

The VRS has been specifically designed to be
used from the point of fall and doesn’t require
the rescuer to go over the edge, providing
additional safety. When the faller is raised, the
rescuer has a 4:1 mechanical advantage which
reduces the effort required. The upper pulley
wheels lock when the faller is being lowered.
This increased friction allows the rescuer to lower
the faller effortlessly.

The RGR4 is a simple yet very effective method
of reaching a person who has experienced a fall
and is in need of quick recovery. The operating
handle is simple to use and ensures controlled
descent. It also has a reverse locking mechanism
to prevent accidental rapid descent. The rescuer
is able to latch onto the faller and both are able
to descend safely and efficiently. The Kernmantle
rope is stocked in 20m, 30m and 60m lengths,
but can be supplied to any length.

A sturdy and adjustable rescue pole is used to ‘fish’ for
the faller’s harness rear attachment point, while the
rescue karabiner has a large opening which also helps
to locate the attachment point.

The integral safety knife allows the rescuer, once
attached, to cut the faller’s lanyard. Its unique design
makes it impossible to accidentally cut the rescue rope.

ridgegear.com

USE THIS QR CODE TO FIND THE
RESCUE RANGE ON OUR WEBSITE

01538 392616
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RGR 7

RGR 9

RGR 11

RESCUE WINCH

AUTOMATIC DESCENDER UNIT

RESCUE STRETCHER

RGH 6

Material:

INCLUDES:

THE SKED® STRETCHER
CORDURA BACKPACK
HORIZONTAL LIFT SLINGS (PAIR)
SKED® TOW STRAP
REMOVABLE WEBBING HANDLES
STEEL LOCKING D KARABINER
SKED® VERTICAL LIFT SLING
STOWAGE BAG

Accredited to:

EN 1496 A&B

Cable spec:

5mm galvanised steel wire rope

Connector:

Double action, High tensile steel
alloy

Gear ratio:

1:8:9

Weight:

21.5kg

Accredited to:

EN 341 Class A

Size mm:

L220 x W350 x D220

Material:

Powdered coated alloy

Material:

Special plastics

SWL:

200kg

Fittings:

9mm Kernmantle rope

Weight:

6.15kg

Features:

Clutch locking mechanism

Weight:

1.1kg

Max load:

150kg

Max drop length:

150m

Manufactured from steel with a baked enamel
finish, the RGR7 has a 50cm per handle turn
allowing for rapid retrieving/lowering of cable.
In addition to rescues, it has many other
applications such as confined space entry,
manholes and chemical vessels.
Most systems only lower the casualty, but the RGR7
can also raise, essential when lowering is not possible.
It is most commonly fitted to the RGR1 tripod as it can
lower a worker into an area where no ladders are fitted.
The RGR7 has a working length of 50m.

The RGR9 is used in conjunction with an escape
harness or rescue sling, and is one of the
smallest automatic escape devices in the world.
The RGR9 is a self rescue apparatus which allows one
or more persons (one after the other) to be lowered at
a controlled speed.
The anchorage point must comply to EN 795 (rated to
10 kN).

The original - and still the best - solution for
confined space, high angle or technical rescue,
and traditional land-based applications. The
Sked® stretcher is a revolutionary design which
provides outstanding patient protection and
security, and comes equipped for hoisting by
helicopter in a horizontal position or in a vertical
position in caves or any confined spaces.
When the patient is packaged, the stretcher becomes
rigid. The durable plastic provides protection while
allowing extrication through the most demanding
confined spaces. The stretcher is rolled for storage in
its cordura backpack.

RESCUE TRIANGLE

Polyester webbing and nylon

Weight:

0.4kg

Size mm:

900 x 800

The RGH6 is a quick and easy way of
ascending or descending to a position of
safety.
This harness can be donned in a matter of seconds.

RGK 42

TRAUMA STRAPS

The RidgeGear Suspension Trauma Safety
Strap helps prevent the effects of suspension
trauma after a fall, and allows a worker who
is suspended to stand up in their harness to
relieve pressure on the groin area.
These trauma straps are extremely small, so they
won’t get in the way, are very easy to use,
adjustable in a matter of seconds and can be fitted
to all RidgeGear harnesses.

BAGS & STORAGE

When working at height it’s important to keep everything to hand - and it’s just as
important to keep it safe when not in use. Our range of bags help you keep all your
equipment exactly where you want it.

USE THIS QR CODE TO FIND
STORAGE BAGS ON OUR WEBSITE
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RGK 22

BOLT BAG

RGK 23

Material: Abrasion resistant nylon

Material: Abrasion resistant nylon

Size:

Size:

26cm x 22cm

Heavy duty bolt storage bag which
can be attached directly to the
harness. Great for putting all those
bits and pieces in that, otherwise,
you would need to go back down
the ladder for!

RGK 24/R

RUCK SACK

RGK 24/C

TOOL FROG

Material: Heavy duty, high impact
plastic

26cm x 22cm

Size cm:

RidgeGear's heavy duty tool frog is
specially designed to fit directly to
our range of harnesses.

Size:

L38cm x W11cm x H28cm

RGK 33

46cm x 33cm

An extremely cost effective way of
keeping all your safety kit neatly in one
place.

It is mainly used for harness and
lanyard kits but has many
other uses.

ROPE BAG

The bag is made from lightweight nylon
and has a drawstring at the top for
closure.

RGK 34

ROPE BAG

TOOL BAG

Material: Abrasion resistant nylon

Material: Abrasion resistant nylon

Material: Thick PVC

Material: Thick PVC

Size:

Sizes cm: Small 40cm x 40cm
Medium 52cm x 40cm
Large 60cm x 60cm

Sizes:

Sizes:

40cm x 28cm

Specifically designed as storage for
our height safety kits, the bag comes
complete with adjustable padded
shoulder straps, mobile phone zipped
pocket and strong closure zip.
It can also be used to store other
equipment such as gloves, hard hat
and safety glasses, keeping all your
essential gear together.

RGK 24

STANDARD KIT BAG

Material: Abrasion resistant nylon
Size:

52cm x 21cm

Our standard kit bag uses a top quality
abrasion resistant fabric and wraparound carry handles for extra strength.
This bag is used mainly for general
height safety equipment storage, but
has many other uses.

These are our standard sizes but
other sizes are available on
request.

RGK 29
Material:

50m, 100m
150m, 200m

RGK 30

TRIPOD BAG

Abrasion resistant nylon

Size:

140cm x 28cm

Specifically designed to safely store our RGR1 tripod, this heavy duty bag
features a full length top zip and two carry handles which wrap around the bag
for extra strength.

3 litre & 6 litre

The new RidgeGear tool bags
are essential pieces of
equipment for working at
height. The easy-opening top
and semi-ridged ‘equal D’
cylinder shape make it simple
to use, while multiple clipping
and racking options help
minimise the risk of dropped
objects.

Ropes form the lifeline
of most lightweight
safety systems so it’s
essential to look after
them. Our speciallydesigned range of PVC
rope bags are available
in various sizes to suit
every job.

Our range of heavy duty rope
bags are for the safe storage of
ropes used in conjunction with our
safety systems.

PUMP BAG

Material: Lightweight nylon

This is RidgeGear’s standard kit box.

The tool frog has different sized loops
to accommodate different tools.

RGK 32

RGK 24/P

STANDARD KIT BOX

WINCH BAG FOR THE RGR7

Material: Abrasion resistant nylon
Size:

L34cm x W28cm x D30cm

The winch bag has been specifically developed
to safely store our popular rescue winch.
Due to the weight of the winch, it comes with
a wooden internal base which spreads the load
across the bottom of the bag. The zip is angled diagonally
to give good access and ease mounting to the wooden base.

GLOVES & HELMETS

Good gloves make the job so much easier
and a helmet is essential. Here we have some
great kit for anyone working at height.

USE THIS QR CODE TO FIND GLOVES
AND HELMETS ON OUR WEBSITE

ridgegear.com
01538 392616
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RGG/DIRTYGLOVEFF

RGG/DIRTYGLOVEPF

RGG/GLOVELF

RGG/GLOVESF

RG/HELMET/WHITE

LEATHER FULL FINGER GLOVE
BY DIRTY RIGGER

LEATHER PART FINGER GLOVE
BY DIRTY RIGGER

LONG FINGER DECKHAND
GLOVE BY GILL

SHORT FINGER DECKHAND
GLOVE BY GILL

RIDGEGEAR HELMET

Only 350g in weight
Conforms to EN 397
10 vent openings
Fits head sizes 51 to 62
External lamp clips as standard

Full finger glove
Neoprene knuckle packing, soft,
absorbent terry cloth sweat wipe on
outer thumb
Superior double stitching, double layer
leather in key wear areas
Low-profile palm comfort pads
Double layer leather on fingers, palm
and key wear areas for outstanding
durability.
Includes Dirty Rigger's double stitching and
palm comfort pads plus a super soft sweat
wipe on thumb side.

Neoprene knuckle packing, DirtySweat
soft, absorbent terry cloth sweat wipe
on outer thumb

Excellent flexibility and comfort

Excellent flexibility and comfort

Polypropylene outer shell and HD
polystyrene density inner shell with a PE
polythene head band

Pre-shaped construction fits your natural
hand shape

Short fingers for extra feel

Fully washable inner lining

Pre-shaped construction fits your natural
hand shape

Italian made

Superior double stitching, double layer
leather in key wear areas

Stretch fabric on back for comfort

Low-profile palm comfort pads

Perfect for general rigging and rope
climbing

All the hand covering of our standard
leather glove but with the thumb,
index and middle finger exposed ideal for those demanding but
intricate jobs.
High-cut styling ensures only the upper
finger sections are open. Double layer
leather on fingers, palm and key wear areas
for outstanding durability. Includes Dirty
Rigger's double stitching and palm comfort
pads plus a super soft sweat wipe on
thumb side.

Gill is a world-leading glove brand
whose reputation has been earned
through constantly researching and
manufacturing gloves that embrace
innovation and clever design.
The deckhand glove uses cutting edge
materials that provide excellent grip,
dexterity and durability.

Stretch fabric on back for comfort

Also available in Red and Blue

Perfect for general rigging and rope
climbing

The RidgeGear helmet has been
developed to provide the highest level
of safety plus the utmost comfort.

The same great Gill quality that you
expect from the deckhand glove but
with short fingers for extra feel.

Light, compact, comfortable and well
ventilated, the helmet has ten air intakes to
keep the head cool. The inner padding is
totally removable and machine washable.
The Coolmax liner is anti-allergenic with a
rapid moisture transportation system,
leaving the skin dry and resistant to odour.

Uses cutting edge materials that provide
excellent grip, dexterity and durability,
allowing the wearer to carry out intricate
work with ease.

The easy size adjustment system allows size
adjustment even when the helmet is
fastened by the simple turning of a wheel.

USE THIS QR CODE TO FIND
MISCELLANEOUS ON OUR WEBSITE

MISCELLANEOUS
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RGEMA 1

RGHL 1

RGBT 1

RGK 26

RIDGEGEAR ANCHOR SYSTEM

TEMPORARY LIFELINE

BEAM TROLLEY

GIRDER SLING

Accredited to:

EN 795, BS 7883 & ISO 14567

Material:

Galvanised steel

Fittings:

4 x 25kg weights

Weight:

250kg

Size:

1420mm x 1420mm

Accredited to:

EN 795 CLASS C

Accredited to:

EN 795

Accredited to:

EN 795

Features:

Ease of use, Does not penetrate
the roof surface, Base weights
fully encased in rubber moulding
with 10-year guarantee

Material:

Polyester

Material:

Mild steel

Web material:

Polyester

Fittings:

2 RGK26 attachment slings
2 RGK3 karabiners

Weight:

9.6kg

System strength: 70 kN

Flange:

75-200mm

Sizes:

Size mm:

H 220 x W200 x L260

The RidgeGear anchor system is a mobile,
deadweight anchor device for use on roofs up to
5º pitch, where the installation of collective
protection or permanent anchor devices is not
viable. It uses a central pedestal (attachment
point) which raises the height at which the arrest
force is applied, reducing the distance the
anchor device moves during a fall arrest incident.
The site position must allow a clear distance of no less
than 2.5m from the edge of a roof or open void to the
closest point of the system.
The standard kit is supplied with four rubber coated
base pads and six 25kg weights.

Weight:

3kg for 10m line
4kg for 20m line

Sizes:

10m and 20m

The RGHL1 is a simple to install, horizontal
webbing safety line, incorporating a ratchet
tensioner. For restraint purposes, the RGHL1
safety line can be used in conjunction with fixed
length or adjustable restraint and fall arrest
lanyards.
The temporary lifeline is supplied in its own bag
complete with shoulder strap. Once the lifeline is fitted,
the bag remains fixed and can be used for storing
surplus webbing.

Easy installation to any beam makes the
RidgeGear beam trolley a suitable fixing for any
fall arrest system. It can be adjusted quickly to
the beam width by turning the main spindle and
safety is ensured by the special locking lever. The
spindle and snap-pin stops are galvanised to
protect against corrosion.
Because this clamp is accredited to EN 795 it makes it
suitable for man-riding situations.

1m, 2m and 3m as standard

The RidgeGear girder sling is a quick and
convenient way to attach fall arrest equipment to
objects too large for a standard scaffold hook
attachment.
It can also be used for attaching rescue equipment and
secondary back up systems. This product is supplied in
1m, 2m and 3m lengths as standard.

Designed and produced by www.fronttwo.com
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